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Vanatlonal
method
IS used to show that a density.
p-dependent
functional
= cp’” approxrmates
the
exchange
potential
mcluding
self exchange.
Thomas-Fermi
atomic number,
Z. dependent
scaling transfonatlon
IS used to fmd functlonals
for the
potential
field and partccle density
of neutral atoms,
transforming
them mto umversal
functlonals
of the
scaled distance.
Simple analytlcal
expresstons
for
these quantities
are gwen. and It IS demonstrated
that they yield orb~tals In good agreement
with those
of the Hat-tree-Fock
theory.
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that this paper has been cited In more than 405
publications.]
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In the Hartree-Fock theory of atoms,
molecules,andsolids,
theelectronelectron interaction terms may be reduced
to the sum of the coulombic self energy
of the electrons containing the density
p of electrons and the exchange energy
which is the sum of numerous terms of
complicated expressions, the so-called
exchange terms. The number of these
exchange terms grows as N = l/a n4,
where n is the number of basis functions, a multiple of the number of electrons. If n is large, N grows very rapidly.
In a solid where the number of electrons
is = 1023/cm3 the numerical value of the
exchange energy cannot be computed.
The necessity of finding a simple approximate expression for the exchange
energy and its potential was trivial until
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the advent of solid-state devices in the
early 1950s.
In a 1952 paper,’ I demonstrated
that
the reduced effective nuclear charges
Z of neutral atoms determined by the
S P F method without exchange, asfunctions of the Thomas-Fermi
scaled variable, are nearly independent
of the
atomic number Z, and they make possible the determination
of the joint electrostatic potential field of the nucleus
andelectrons
byatransformation.
Looking for an appropriate
expression
for
theexchange
term of the potential field,
I developed an equation by a variational
treatment. In the Thomas-Fermi
theory,
this term was introduced earlier by Dirac.
Nearly 10 years later, in 1965, W. Kohn
and L.J. Sham* independently
reinvented this exchange
potential, and,
with computers, they demonstrated
its
great utility. J.C. Slater, who also invented a similar expression for the exchange potential but with a different
numerical factor, further developed the
theory by introducing
an adjustable
numerical factor a into the potential and
summarized the results of the application to various atomic, molecular, and
solid-state problems in the paper.3 A
summary on the theoretical foundation
of the a factor may be seen in a work I
published with A. Nagy.4
The local density functional theory
has been further developed with refinements of the self-interaction
correction
and the gradient correction. The correlation of the motion of the electrons by
their coulomb-field
may be taken into
account by the density functional theory,
too. All the developments
have been
reviewed in detail by the paper of R.O.
Jones and 0. Gunnarsson.!j
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